Table 13, which shows percentage s
similar to those for the first two cases i n
Table 12, illustrates the effect of life time coverage and the higher rates, '
For a single male retiring in 1962 ,
tax payments over his entire working
life represent 13.2 percent of the benefits he will receive if he lives out his expected span of years . For a single male
retiring in 1965, the figure rises to 17 . 6
percent, reflecting the longer period i n
covered employment, By 1970, a ye t
longer period in covered employmen t
and the higher rates legislated in 1965
combine to increase a retiring singl e
male's percentage to 27.2 . By 1990, the
retiring worker's taxes come close t o
covering his benefits — 91 .3 percent —
and by 2010, at 164 .9 percent, tota l
taxes exceed , benefits by more than
$12,000 .
Similar patterns may be observed i n
:the case of the married male and th e
single female, with the differences i n
percentages for any given year attribut-able to the life expectancy of each cite
gory of taxpayer .
It should be remembered, too, tha t
the percentages shown in Table 13 do
not take into account payments made in
the beneficiary's behalf by his employer .
If employer taxes are considered in th e
computations, percentages will double .
The contrast between the ratio s
shown in Table 12, which deals wit h
today's beneficiaries, and Table 13,
which illustrates the cases of the individuals covered by the system throug h
longer periods of their working lives ,
points up another type of uneven treatment . What the two sets of figures implicitly illustrate is a form of inter generation income redistribution which

will continue to characterize the social
security system for many years to come.
As pointed out earlier, even in thos e
industries covered by the system sinc e
the outset, it will be some years befor e
retiring employees will have participated in the system their full workin g
life . Taking age 21 to age 65 as a typical span for participation in the labor
force, then retiring employees in commerce and industry will not have pai d
social security taxes over their full
work span until 1981 ; most self-employed, not until 2015; farm self-em=
. ployed, not until 2019; lawyers 'and
most medical professionals, not until
2020 ; doctors of medicine, not until
2029, to cite only a few examples . As a
consequence, if the system is to b e
self-supporting under the present for m
of financing, those who enter the system young must pay more tax relativ e
to benefits received than those wh o
enter the system at an older age. In
.effect, the young subsidize . the_ windfalls shown in Table 12 .
Benefits as a Percent o/ Wage s

Table 14, which shows monthly
benefits as a percentage of averag e
monthly wage, illustrates another unevenness of treatment . Although under
the Social Security Act of 1965 all
monthly wages up to $550 are taxed a t
exactly the same rate, benefits as a per cent of taxable wages run from 65 .7
percent of the lowest average earnings
-- up to $67 a month — to less than
half that percentage, 30.5, for earning s
of $550 per month . Under prior law ,
benefits ran from 59,7 percent for the
lowest earning category down to 31 .8
percent for the highest covered category of $400 per month . The result is

3 . Since the benefits shown in Table 13 are biked an actual life expectancies, the percentages shown Wr e
lower than those in 'table 12, based on only 10 years of benefits,
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Table 1 4
Monthly OASI Benefit as Percent of Average Monthly Wagesa
Social Security Act
of less
Average
menthly
taxable
wades

$67 or
less

$100
$200
$300
$350
$400
$450
$500
$550

!

Prior law

Monthllr
benefit

Benefit
as percent
of taxable
wages

$, 44
63
90
112
124
. 136
146
157
168

65.7
63.0
45.0
37,3
35,4
34.0
32.4
31,4
30,5

Monthllr
benefit

Benefit
as percen t
of taxabl e
wage s

40
59
84
105
116
127

59,7
59,0
42.0
35,0
-33. 1
31.8

—

_
_

—

a, For single individual, age 65 .

Source : computations based on data from Social Security Administration ,

rin increase in the redistributive element of the benefit schedule, with the
lowest category gaining 6 .0 percentage
points against a gain of 2,2 percentage
points for "the " $400 category,

through the $5,000-$15,000 span . Above
$15,000, of course, the employee ta x
expressed as a percentage of adjuste d
gross income drops steadily. The distribution of the employer portion of th e
tax burden is more difficult to estimate,"

Summary

Tax payments as a percentage o f
Statutory rates of the social security benefits show extreme variation fro m
tax on earnings are proportional up to one category of taxpayer to another .
the maximum base and regressive Female heads of households, single in thereafter . The burdens of the em- dividuals, taxpayers in many occupa ployee tax by income group on family ttons and younger workers seem par adjusted gross income probably have a ticularly disadvantaged. In addition ,
small element of progressivity up to employees with higher taxable earnings
income roughly equal to the maximum receive a relatively lower return for th e
-taxable base and are slightly regressive taxes they pay .
6, Since the perfect tax tins not ~et been invented, and the social security system does not operate in it vacuum ,
the possibility might be cons dered that the inequities of the OASDNI tax compensate fur analogous bu t
opposite inequities associated with other Federal taxes, While comparative tax analysis lies beyond , the
scope of this study, it will provide it fruitful topic for some future researcher ,
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Economic Stability
The United States created the socia l respect to 'past business cycles require s
security program during the most ,so many adjustments that the, final re severe depression this country has eve r
'becom e become quite remote from re experienced, to solve a problem whic h ality . The rate, base, and coverage o f
showed its dramatic worst during tha t the tax have changed frequently ; be;depression . Advocates of the 'Socia l Iween 1950 and 1963, for instance, the
Security Act, however, sought only : to maximum tax increased eight times .
;alleviate the financial problems of the Moreover, the phasing out of the ; tax
aged. They did not address themselve s at different times of the year for difto the problem of the depression itsel f ferent levels of earnings makes it di i(unlike the proponents of the Town - cult to isolate the seasonal factor .
send plan approach, who, perhaps misOne might take the viewpoint tha t
takenly, held the their scheme would
,analysis should take into 'account con;:both relieve the elderly poor and serve
stant legislative change as one of th e
to stimulate the economy) . Now that
characteristics of the tax. In that case i;
OASDHI collections loom so large i n
would be appropriate merely to exthe U.. S . tax system, questions about
amine the unadjusted historical record.
their effects on the' ' stability of Ihe.
,;economy assume new importance . ;,
Annual tax collections, with tw o
exceptions, have increased every yea r
OASDHI Tax Collections
since 1945. Collections dropped slightl y
And the Business Cycle
in 1946, during a recession period ; in
1956, a period of expansion, they reOne vital question revolves aroun d
mained essentially the same as the
-movements in the levels of tax collecprevious year . That is to say, actual
tions and benefit disbursements, relOASDHI tax collections give no eviative to movements of the business
dence of automatically decreasin g
cycle. Most economists agree that gen.during recessions and rising during exerally, for the best cyclical effect, tax
pansions . To what extent their failur e
collections should go down automatito do so can be attributed to legislativ e
cally during a recession, thus withdraw change probably cannot be determined .
_ing less from the private funds avail able for consumption and investmen t Legislation which would have the effec t
of increasing collections (i .e., either
purposes, and up during an inflationar y
raising rates, enlarging the base, o r
period, thus reducing funds availabl e
expanding coverage) generally has be for private uses.
come effective during expansionar y
Unfortunately, analysis of the be- periods. One scheduled increase, howhavior of OASDHI tax collections with ever, from 3 to 4 percent on a $3,60 0
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base, took effect in January, 1954, i n
the midst of the recession which bega n
in July, 1953. E
Effect of the Trust Fund "
Another problem stems from the effeet of the trust fund on the stabilit y
of the economy . The Advisory Council
on Social Security Financing recentl y
stated, however, that it "did not consider it part of its task to evaluate i n
detail the effect of this system . . . on
the stability . . . of the economy. " Robert J. Myers, chief actuary of the Social
_Security Administration, also has 'take n
he view that the fiscal impact of th e
system lies outside the concern of th e
:agency. But Robert M. Ball, head of th e
Social Security Administration, con cedes that " shifts in trust fund balance s
must be controlled to minimize their
impact on the cash su
epus
1 or d fi
't=of
a c>
the government."2

that of benefits, lies outside the scop e
of a study such as this, which is devote d
primarily to analysis of the tux. For the
fact is that it would be possible t o
finance the OASDHI program unde r
the present form of payroll tax without
accumulating a trust fund, provide d
the principle of relating individua l
benefits to individual tax payments
were discarded. Then a trust fun d
could be maintained or not, as othe r
considerations dictated . Nonetheless ,
one should take note in passing tha t
when collections under the system exceed payments — i.e., the fund shows an
excess — the net effect of the syste m
will be to reduce spending power, an d
vice-versa. The bigger the gap, th e
stronger the effect . The problems of actuarial soundness and fiscal effect ca n
require diametrically opposing solutions . "

When excesses accumulate a form
'
of forced savings results . The effect on
The question of the trust fund, like the economy, Of course, depends in .

1. A Federal Reserve Board economist has stated in a recent article that social 'In gurance payments provide a
relatively stable source of revenue . (Nancy H . Teeters, "Estimates of Full-Employment Surplus," Review of
Economics and Statistics, Vol. 47, No . 3, Auggust, 1965, p . 311 .) But Mrs . Teeters is concerned with all
" Federal social insurant not merely the OASDI sy3tein . Social Insurance as defined in the national incom e
accounts and as used by Mrs . Teeters Includes not only payments to OASDHI but also unemployment insurance, pension payments by civil service employees, railroad programs, government life insurance, etc .
- These additional items in recent years have accounted for 40 to 50 percent of total Federal social Insuranc e
components and can obscure the movements of OASDHI collections alone . Moreover. Mrs . Teeters bases
her assertion of stability on figures not adjusted for changes in law . She points out, in fact that change s
In OASDHI tax rates have unfortunately frequently been poorly timed from the viewpoint oY overall fiscal
policy ." Mrs. Teeters examines social insurance payments in broad perspective in "Some Fiscal Implications o f
Expansion of the Social Security System," Staff Economic Studies (mimeo), Federal Reserve System ,
November, 1965 (summarized in Federal Reserve Bulletin, January, 1966, pp . 10 11) .
A number of other economists have examined the r elationship of the OASDHI system to the busines s
cycle in connection with an evaluation of major Federal taxes as automatic stabilizers . The results are
generally inconclusive, because of difficulties In making adequate adjustment for changes In rate, base ,
.coverage and/or seasonal factors . Nonetheless, the reader may wish to examine the conclusions whic h
emerge under various degrees of adjustment for changes in the law . See William J . Brown, "The Magnitud e
of Automatic: Stabilizers", 1962 Proceedings o/ the Business and Economic Statistics Section, American
Statistical Association, pp . 2 . 7 ; M . O . Clement, "The Quantitative Impact of Automatic Stabilizers", Revie w
at Economics and Statistics, Februdry, 1960, pp, 36 .61 ; Ernest Bloch, "Automatic Fiscal Stabilizers in th e
1957-1958 Business Contraction", Review o/ Economics and Statistics, August, 1959, pp . 312.316 .
2. Business Week, November 14, 1%5, pp . 150. 154 .
3. Robert J . Myers Social Insurance and Allied Government Programs, Homewood. Illinois Irwin, 1965, p . 66 ,
gives the following definitions of actuarial soundness : "At perhaps one extreme for private pension plan s
- - might be the definition that a plan is actuarially sound If the fund on hand is large enough to pay all
future benefits for those currently on the roll . In other words, no allowance is made for the accrued benefi t
rights of those not yet retired . At the other extreme is a plan under which the existing fund Is sufficient t o
orrganizred1plan that assumed considerable liabilitiesa on account
pest servt ie. Accodingly,l
actuaerie
define an actuarially sound plan as one where the employer
future cosst
some
of is well Informed as to the
potential nd arranges for meeting those costa through a trust or Insured fund on a scientific, orderly progra m
s
of fundinunder
which, should the plan terminate at any time, the then pensioners would be secure I n
their pensand the then active employees would find an equity in the fund assets reasonably commensurat e
with their
ion
accrued pensions for service from the plan's inception up to the date of termination of plan .
. This definition permits a long period before all the past-service credits are fully funded .
"Other actuaries have a somewhat less stringent definition of an actuarially sound system : 'one which set s
forth a plan of benefits and the contributions to provide these benefits, so related that the amount of th e
present and contingent liabilities of the plan as actuarially computed as of any date will at least be balance d
by the amount of the present and contingent assets of the plan actuarially computed as of the same date .' 11
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1949

1951

1953

1955

1957

1959

1961

1963

a . OASI only prior to 1956
Sourest IM Annual Report of Board of Trustees of Federal OAST and OADI Trust funds ;
Department of Commerce, Business Cycle Developments, April, 1966
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1965

some measure on the use of these
funds. Present law specifies that assets
of the trust fund — except for a prescribed amount which is held in cash
— may be invested in U, S . government
obligations at the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury, who is designated managing trustee of the fund.a
He may invest in either marketable
issues or special nonmarketable , issues
sold directly by the Treasury' to the
various trust funds.

expansion . For example, during the recessions (shaded areas in Chart 7) be ginning in 1945, 1948, and 1953, collections exceeded payments —that is to
say, the social security system withdre w
more from the economy than it pu t
back into circulation . But during th e
recessions beginning in 1957 and '1960,
the reverse was the case . A similarly
mixed record can be observed in connection with the periods of expansion ,

Chart 7, which gives OASDHI tax Spending Power of Benefieiarie s
collections and benefit payments since
-1945, shows the excesses and deficien- , Advocates of the Townsend plan em cies which have occurred in past years, phasized that the spending power o f
When collections (represented by the pensioners (who would have been re--,Solid line) lie above payments (the quired to spend their entire pension )
" broken line), the social security system would act, as a powerful anti-depressio n
shows an excess ; when the payments measure. Even though OASDHI bene- .
exceed collections, a deficiency exists, ficiaries may spend or save, as the y
Excesses occurred until the early 1950's, prefer, it is of some interest .-to take
while relatively few individuals quali- notice of their significance as, conM
fied for benefit payments, then became sumers.
smaller. Finally, the system began to
Table 7, on page 20, gave benefits a s
show deficiencies in 1958, 1959, 1960
a percent of personal income . Their
1961, and 1965.
relative significance, while extremel y
As Chart 7 clearly indicates, excesses small initially, tripled over the perio d
and deficits have occurred altogether 1953-1964, from barely 1 percent of
without r( Terence to whether the econ- personal income in 1953 to 33 percent
omy was in a period of recession or in 1964,
4, The fund is in the custody of a committee ., consisting, of the secretaries of 'treasury, . of Labor, . and of
Health, Aducation, and Welfare.
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Viie
Evaluation and Conclusio n
From time to time the suggestion re- represents a less desirable means of ficurs that the social security system be , nancing the social security system than ,
financed by general revenues in addition would heavier use of other taxes . The
to the present payroll tax . The supple- previous sections provided material o n
mentary medical payments portion of the basis of which one may decide on th e
medicare took a small step in such a ;validity of such an implication . This
direction, and the Senate 's recent rider section will review the many aspects o f
to the 1966 tax bill represents an even the tax discussed earlier, tentativel y
more extreme departure from the con- judging whether the net effect of eac h
tributory principle which at present of these aspects is beneficial or harmful .
Then it should be possible to approac h
.underlies the 'OASDHI system . i
an overall evaluation of the character 1t seems probable that general fund isticsand .' effects, : of'the, social security, „
financing will continue to be proposed in tax .
. ., the future. Evaluation of the desirabilit y
of relying on the general fund would Mixed and Predominantly, . -.require a :comparative analysis of the Harmjul Aspects
OASllHI tax vis-a-vis all other taxe s
Judgment about the nature of at leas t
presently used (and possible to intro;duce ) at the Federal level .-” ' An impor- two of the effects discussed earlier de
. pends on preferences about essentially
tant point is that if general fund finane '
ing were introduced, it would have to be open issues . For instance, the income
at the expense of some existing program, redistribution effect mentioned in con o
u nless present levels of taxation were section with benefit levels relative t r
increased some new tax introduced, or earnings would be considered undesi
rates higher than otherwise necessary able by some and commendable b y
others . Judgments , about the unequa l
were imposed .
tax payment-benefit percentages migh t
Implicit in the general fund proposals depend largely on attitudes about subsilies the suggestion that the present tax dining family life, since most of the othe r
1, Under the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966, individuals who will be at least 72 before 1968 and who do not)
otherwise qualify for social security benefits will receive $35 per month (or $52,50 for a married couple
beginning September, 1966, or when the individua! reaches 72 . As consumers these persons will presumably
have borne some social security tax since the 1930's, and sonic will have paid OASDHi tax as employees.o
The act also provides the same pension under extremely liberal eligibility conditions for individuals wh
before
s
the quarters of social
attain the
later
which a ebene(ic iarye
r reachn s
earned,
each year8 elapsing gafter 1966when
specifie
matter
72, The pension is subject to reduction when any beneficiary or his spouse receives a periodic benefit unde r
a pension program provided by any level of government ,
2. A theoretical discussion of the issues may be found in John J, Carroll, Alternative Methods of Financin g,
Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance, Ann Arbor, Michigan, Institute of Public Administration
University of Michigan, 1960, ban 'I', Smith presents a brief analysis with regard to some current alternative s
in "The Role of Payroll Taxes," Proceedings of a Conlerence on the New Economics : Implications lop
Business, Now York, Tax Foundation, 1966, pp, 62-70,
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differences represent historical accident s
of sequence of coverage which will disappear with time .

-

or slower growth of jobs, or if one doubt s
that relatively unskilled laborers can b e
upgraded to higher skill levels in , any
effective way at reasonable cost—the n
these results of the tax take on a questionable value .

Evaluation of the apparent regressiveness of the OASDHI tax depends not
only on judgments about equity, inevitably subjective, but also on which
Most observers would consider th e
pattern of incidence one believes to b e resource allocation effects of the tax
typical in this case . For example, the more harmful than beneficial. The untotal burden on families with income s even industrial treatment resulting fro m
well above the maximum wage subjec t a maximum wage base can be con .
to tax depends heavily upon the amoun t demned as disadvantageous to many em of the employer tax which is shifted to .ployers . Moreover, since it gives preferconsumers . Moreover, if the employee ential treatment to certain industries on
.shifts the tax to his employer, then the a more or less accidental basis, it ca n
ignificance of the regressivity issue is also also be criticized as channeling th e
reduced except for the short run . Since, economy's resources into uses less effithe tax has increased roughly every other cient than those which would be seyear during the past decade and a half, lected in the absence of the tax.
however, short run,effects take, on more ,
significance.
Generally speaking, any tendency t o
keep from the labor force persons will Another effect, the tendency of eac h
-ing to work at the wage they would b e
increase in the tax to encourage heavier
offered will reduce the resources avail reliance on skilled labor and/or capita l
substitution, also raises evaluation diffi- able to the economy, and, hence reduc e
its productive capacity . Consequently,
culties. For one thing, it might be held
,the labor-supply reducing elements o f
that these effects represent a one-time''only adjustment difficulty . But, onc e the tax and benefits can exert a harmfu l
effect . On the other hand, it can b e
again, since the history of the tax over
argued that under special circumstance s
the past 15 years has been one of fi re—i.e., when jobs are scarce—a reductio n
quent increase (witness the eight in creases during the period 1950-1965 an d in the labor supply will do little harm
the seven scheduled up through 1987) , and might even seem desirable. Also,
then adjustments to changes in the tax non-economic advantages might accru e
from the withdrawal of the elderly and .
cannot be passed off lightly.
of wives from the labor market .
There remains the further point, how
If the benefit provisions deflect th e
ever, that one cannot say categorically
whether a tax-induced increase in th e earning activities of the elderly into
use of skilled labor and capital substitu - channels they would not normall y
-tion is to be preferred or not . If nationa l choose, the economy probably suffers a
goals center about increased productiv e loss by virtue of neglect of the pro capacity for the economy, then thes e scribed areas and overdevelopment of
effects can have some appeal over th e the allowable ones . The evidence demlong run . If, on the other hand, nationa l onstrating this possibility was rathe r
goals focus on problems of human dis • shaky, however ; therefore, the point retress arising from actual displacement, mains tentative ,
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The behavior of tax collections an d
benefit payments with respect to th e
business cycle may act to harm the economy . Even though collections may some times move in the desired contracyclica l
direction, they cannot be relied upon t o
- do so . Consequently, their unreliabilit y
in this respect can raise uncertaintie s
about how intensely other methods
should be applied .
The requirement that the employe r
match his employee 's OASDHI tax payments may have the result that man y
taxpayers are unaware of how large
their tax bill actually is . Since the employer portion remains largely hidden ,
taxpayers may complacently believe the
'' ax-benefit arrangement represents a
splendid bargain.
The effect of the trust fund must b e
classified as indeterminate . Its effect can
b` either harmful or beneficial, depending on its management and future decisions as to its size .
Predominantly Beneficial Aspects
The preceding sections have, in man y
ways, presented an unattractive pictur e
of the OASDHI system. Only two of th e
effects mentioned — that the tax may
stimulate the development of a highe r
quality labor force, and that it may improve labor mobility —are unquestionably valuable to the economy . Unfortunately, it was not possible to buttres s
speculation about these effects wit h
empirical evidence . Very little else of
the material presented thus far form s
a basis for an enthusiastic defense of the
OASDHI tax, although of course som e
of the mixed effects mentioned above
may provide a qualified justification .

the present system stress the followin g
important advantages :
1 . The tax confers a psychi c
utility, endowing taxpayer-beneficiaries with a sense of security an d
dignity, rather than the humiliatio n
of having to ask for charity .
2. The tax payment-benefit lin k
may reduce the danger of runaway
benefit programs .
3. The tax, per dollar of revenue ,
is relatively easy and inexpensive t o
comply with and administer .
4. The social sc, urity system enjoys widespread public acceptance .
The value of the first advantage probably outweighs many disadvantages . Although it will be a nuiaber of years be fore a beneficiary can accurately clai m
that he has "bought and paid for" hi s
OASDHI benefits, the sense that he ha s
done so removes the stigma of receivin g
charity. Even if the pensioner realize s
he has not actually paid in full for hi s
benefits, lie experiences a sense of receiving a windfall rather than a dole .
Moreover, such psychological advantages spread to the children of the
elderly and to society itself . The taxbenefit link reduces, perhaps even eliminates, the burden of guilt many peopl e
feel toward those who are less advantaged than themselves . Sons and daughters who might suffer intense embarrassment if their parents went on relief hav e
no particular reaction when their parents apply for OASDHI benefits . The
psychic utility of the tax-benefit link, t o
both individuals and to society, canno t
be measured but doubtless is high .

A corollary advantage comes from the
This has happened because the major routine method by which benefit entitle advantages of the tax do not fit into ment depends only on taxes paid an d
neat economic categories . Advocates of family status . Since no needs tes t
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applies, beneficiaries are freed fro m
meddlesome interference in their life management, and government is spare d
administrative expense . The saving can
amount to a considerable sum . For instance, in 1962 the cost of administerin g
the old age assistance program — base d
on a needs test — amounted to about 6 .4
percent of payments to beneficiaries ;
the OASDHI program, about 1,9 percent. The difference between these tw o
percentages as a fraction of OASDH I
payments in that year comes to nearl y
$600 million .
It also appears probable that the re -lationship between tax and benefit level s
has served to temper the benefit scale .
While direct evidence cannot be assembled, reason suggests that popular demand and congressional action have
been restrained somewhat by the necessity of including tax increases along with
benefit increases .
Per dollar of revenue the collectio n
and payment of OASDHI taxes have
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required relatively little expense on th e
part of either the government or employen; compared with, say, the same
processes for the income tax . While the
number of taxpayers subject to the tax
is large, indentification of the taxable
base is generally easy, exemptions d o
not exist, and no questions can aris e
about the appropriate rate. Only slight
opportunities for evasion exist, mos t
notably in the case of casual labor and
domestic help .
Moreover, compared with alternativ e
revenue sources which could be used t o
finance the 'social security system, the
existing payroll tax may look more desirable than when it is examined i n
e lation.
Taxpayers have presented relatively
little resistance to the tax . To date very
few have opposed or criticized th e
OASDHI tax. Whether this conditio n
will continue as the new schedule' of
higher rates goes into, effect remains t o
be seen.

endi
Social Security in Other Nation s
International comparisons are diffi- survivor aid. Such programs existed i n
_, . cult to make and not altogether trust- gall of the European nations, 90 percen t
worthy because of the endlessly varied o£ the Middle Eastern, 75 percent of the
underlying social, political, and eco- American, 55 percent of the Asian, and
nomic conditions always present in the less than half of the African countries .
nations being compared, If, however,
Roughly three-fourths of these pro such comparisons are not ,taken as hard grams took the form of social insurance ,
and fast, even when expressed in nu- Seven countries provided universal pe n
merical terms, but only as general indi - lion systems : Canada, Denmark, Fincators of differences in magnitude, then land, Iceland, New Zealand, Norway
they can be helpful for interpretation of and Sweden . The programs in Australia ,
the system in any 'particular. country Saudi Arabia, 'South Africa, Trinidad ,
U relative to others,
.and Tobago consisted of social assis t
Analysis and evaluation of compara- once, while Ceylon, India, Iraq, Malaylive data would require a depth of re- sia, and Nigeria utilized provident funds .
search not practical for this study, But .Except in Lebanon, Nationalist China,
-even the raw, material is of interest, and and the countries with provident funds ,
since much of it is not readily acces- (which provide only a single, lump-sum .
. ,sible, the basic aspects of social security payment), all these countries made :pesystems in selected foreign nations are riodic old-age pension payments.
summarized in the following pages for
So-called "fiat" pensions —those under
reference use,
which all beneficiaries receive uniform
amounts — existed in Cyprus, Ireland ,
+General Provisiona
- Israel, and the Netherlands, but in mos t
countries the pension level depended on
The Social Security Administration
the beneficiary s prior earnings ,
has published the results of a recent survey of 112 countries with social security
A few countries automatically ad measures of varying extent in 1964, 1 The justed pensions in response to change s
survey covered 24 countries in the Amer- in the official price or wage index, Bel ican Hemisphere, 27 in Western and giurn, Chile, Denmark, Ecuador, Fin .
.. .Eastern Europe, 18 in Asia and Oceania, land, France, Israel, Luxembourg, th e
9 in the Middle East, and 34 in Africa, Netherlands, Sws-den, and Uruguay pro vided for such adjustments ,
About 70 percent of these 112 coun tries provided some form of statutory
In most countries, the minimum eli 'program for old-age, disability, and Bible age lay between 60 and 65 years ,
1 . Sualal Security Progrutus throughout the World, Washington, 1), C,, Social Security Administration, 1964 .
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although it ranged from as high as 70 t o
as low as 50, Generally, the eligibilit y
age tended to be higher in the norther n
countries and lower in the south .

Table Al
Average Annual Social Security
Expenditures per Capita
Selected Countries, 1960

Country

Per cspits
expenditu =
(in U, S . dolisrs)

Australia
Canada
China-Taiwa n
:Congo-Brazzavi Ile
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany-Federal Republic
Ghana
Guatemala
;. .
India
Israel
Italy
` Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
"Norway
Philippines
Poland
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
U.S,S.R.
United Arab Republic
United Kingdom
United States
Venezuela
Vietna m
Yugoslavia

$124
1.83
2

4
n.a,
134
96
177
195
3
6
1
, 67
80

22
221
107

120
2
n,a,

-17
13

204

121
3
n,

2

148

172
27
2
57

a, Includes expenditures for social Insurance, famIly allowances, public health services, publi c
assistance, programs for public employees,
benefits for war victims, and administration .

Source ; The Cost of Social Security, Geneva, Inter.
national Labour office, 1964, up, 250, 291,
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Some countries did not require a retirement test . Beneficiaries could continue in full-time work while receivin g
pensions in Algeria, Canada, Chile,
Cyprus, France, Germany, Iran, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
i
N or way, P araguay, S weden, Sw'tzer
land, and Uruguay.

Comparative Expenditures
And Receipts
The International Labour Office in
Geneva gathers material on receipts an d
expenditures for social securityY in suffi cient detail to provide a foundation fo r
comparing the 48 countries covered .
Table A]. presents data on the average
annual expenditures per capita for 32
selected countries in 1960, the latest yea r
for which comparative material is avail able. The United States figure of $172,
while not the highest, compares fairly
well with the record of most other coun tries on an absolute scale . Several nations
show higher per capita expenditures
Canada ($183), France ($177), Germany($195), Luxembourg( $221), Swe den ($204) - but on the other hand, 9 of
the 29 countries for which it was possible
to compute the U . S . equivalent spent
less than $10 per capita . These include
Nationalist China, Congo-Brazzaville,
--Ghana, Guatemala, India, Philippines ,
Turkey, United Arab Republic, and
(South) Vietnam, It should be emphasized, of course, that in many ways comparisons between industrialized nations
and underdeveloped countries sugges t
misleading conclusions . A social security
annual receipt of $10 per capita can b e
quite helpful in a country with a ver y
low per capita income, and a $200 re eeipt of limited help in countries with
typically high incomes ,
Figures somewhat easier to compare
appeal' in Table A2, which shows re -

-

Table A2
Social Security Receipts and Expenditures, .
Asa Percent of Gross National Produc t
Selected Countries, 196 0
Receipts
Total,(N)
u % of
GNP

country

-

„

Australia
Canada
China-Taiwan
-,:Congo-Brazzavi Ile . .
Czechoslovakia
; Denmark
Finland
France
,Germany-Federal, , Rep,ublic
.'Ghana
Guatemala
India
Israel
Italy
Japan
Luxembourg
:
Netherlands
Norway
.'Philippines
Poland
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
U .S.S.R,
United Arab Republic
United Kingdom
United States
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yugoslavia

-

8.5
9.5
1 .2
n,a.
15.3
11.1
10.4
14.0
17.0
1 .4
3.1
; 169
8.1
:14.7
6.6
:16.8
12.9
-10.9
2.2
9.2
4.7
4.5
.12.6
10.2
2.5
n.a.
n,a,
- 11 .1
7.0
2.9
n.a .
10.2

Eupondlturo s
Social
Insurance
as % of
GNP

5.3
3.2
.2
n.a.
n .a,
5.9
3.8
6.4
12 .5
*
1 .2
n.a.
5.3
-8 .9
3.8
11 .1
8.5
-6.5
.4
n.a.
1.3
4.3
6.4
6.0
1.1
n.a,
n.a,
4.3
3.8
19
n.a.
9.5

Social
insurance
as % of
GN P

Total,(A)
as % of
GNP

7.9
8.9
1.2
_ n.a,
15.3
_11.1
9.6
13.9
16.1
1.3
" 3.0
1 .4
7.1
12.7
5.2
14.2
11.0
'10.3
1 .1
9.0
3.8
4.2
12.4
7.7
- 1.3
n.a,
n.a,
11 .0
6.3
2.8
n.a.
11.0

:

5. 1
: 14
.1
n.a.
n.a.
5. 8
3. 1
6.3
11 .6

-

1. 1
n.a.
4.2
7.5
2.7
8.5
7.4
5 .9
.1
ma.
1 .3
- 4.0
6.2
4.3
.5
n.a.
n .a,
4.3
3.6
.9
n.a.
7.8

.

y

a . Total Includes family allowances public health, public assistance, programs for public employees ,
benefits for war victims, and adrn stratlon .
Source ; Derived from The Coat of Social Security, Geneva, International Labour office, 1964, pp . 35.224
243, 291,

ceipts and expenditures for social se- for war victims, and administration) a s
curity (which includes family allow- a percent of gross national product, a s
ances, public health, public assistance, well as receipts and expenditures fo r
programs for 1)ublic employees, benefits social insurance alone as a fraction o f
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GNP. In these terms, only 10 countrie s
show relative receipts or expenditure s
lower than the U .S . percentages of 7 .0
and 6 .3 percent . The highest receipts as
it percent of GNP lire found in German y
(17.0), Luxembourg (16 .8), Czechoslovakia (153), France (14 .0 ), Netherlands (12.9 ), and Sweden (12.6) . Th e
same countries also had relatively high
expenditures as a percent of GNP ,

Table A3
Benefit Expenditures as a Percen t
of Total Consumption Expenditur e
Selected Countries, 196 0
Country

Germany (Federal Republic)
Luxembourg
Czechoslovakia
France
Sweden
Italy
Yugoslavia
Netherlands .
Denmark
Finland
Norway
United Kingdom
Poland
Canada
Australia
Japan
United States
Israel
Spain
South Africa
Venezuela
Guatemala
China-Taiwan
Ghana
Turkey
Philippines
Congo-Brazzaville
India
Switzerland
United Arab Republic
U.S.S .R.
Vietnam
Source ;
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If receipts and expenditures for socia l
insurance alone are measured as a per .
cent of GNP, the United States onc e
again shows a relatively low ratio . Two
other countries, Finland and Japan, report the same percentage (3 .8) for receipts, and only 7 nations show lowe r
proportions . Nine countries have a lowe r
percentage of GNP (3.6) going for ex .
penditures on social insurance .
Table A3 ranks the countries according to benefit expenditures as a percen t
of total consumption expenditures . Germany is at the top of the list, with a percentage -of 21 .2 ; the United States : is
17th with a percentage of 7,0.

Percentage

21.2
20.0
19.0
16.6
16.115.8
15.8
14.8
13.7
13. 1
12.7
12.6
11.7
11.0
10 . 9
7.5
7.0
6.9
4. 5
4.4
3. 2
3.0
1. 4
1 .4
1 .3
1.1
n.a.
n.a.
ma.
ma.
n .a.
n.a.

The Coat of Social Security, Geneva, International Labour office, 1964, p, 249

Source of Receipts
One of the basic decisions a countr y
must make when introducing a socia l
insurance system revolves about th e
issue of the appropriate method of finance : should funds come from general
revenues, from special, earmarked taxes ,
or from taxes levied explicitly on employers and/or employees? Table A 4
shows the choices which have been
made in a number of countries, as between employer, employee, and othe r
types of taxes, Only eight of the countries--Australia, Canada, Denmark, Fin land, Luxembourg, Spain, South Africa ,
SwedeIl, and the U,S .S,H, — finaIlce more
than 30 percent of their social insuranc e
from "other „ taxes. Expressed alter natively, most of the nations listed i n
Table A4 rely on employer and/or eniployee tuxes . Some countries collect very
little or no tax from the employee . These
include the African nations, Poland, th e
L1,S,S .11,, (South) Vietnam, and Yugoslavia, `I"he employee share exceeds tha t
of the employer by substantial percent ages in the Scandinavian countries, th e
Netherlands, and Switzerland,

Table A4
Receipts for Social Insurance and Assimilated Schemes ,
Selected Countries, by Sourc e
1960
Percentage of receipt :
Country

Austral ia a
Canadaa
China-Taiwan
Congo-Brazzaville
Czechoslovakia
Denmark a
Finland
France
Germany-Federal Republic
Ghana a
Guatemalaa
ndiaa
Israela
Italy
Japana
Luxembourg
_Netherlands
- 'Norwaya
Philippinesa
;Poland
South Africaa
- Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
U.S.S.R.
United Arab Republic
United Kingdoms _
United States a
Venezuela a
Vietnam
Yugoslavia

From
employer

From
employee

From othe r
taxes, etc.

11 .1

7.7
12 .9
28.8
-

81 .2
63.6
26.0
1. 3

23.5
45.2
98.7

-

-

-

5.5
32 .9
62.2
36.5

26.0
24.4
24.8
35 .6

68.5
42.7
13 .0
27. 8

58.0
47.5
42 .2
56.0
38.6
34.0

26.1
56.0
41 .6
59 .2
37 .5
55.2
52 .6

30.9
47.9
44 .1
15 .2
35.2
30.4
57.1
43.5
- :3.5
3.9
20.0
40.4
48 .9
36.4
23 .7
37 .2
35.2
27.5

10010

-

---

95.4

-

4.6

100.0

28.0

_

_ 29 .3
55.7
98.5
26.7
63 .3

11 .0

, )11 .1

_

4.5
13 .7
28.8
26.2
35.6
14 .8
27 .2
7.9
1.5
69.5
16 .7
48. 6

25.1

7.6
58.4

17. 1

25 .2
9.6
191 9

a . Fiscal year,
Source ; Derived from "Part I, Basic 'tables," The Cost of Social Security, Geneva, International Labou r
Office, 1964, pp, 35-224 .
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